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Continuum recently launched a backup and disaster-recovery service aimed at its traditional
customer base of MSPs. (It had 3,500 MSP customers at the end of 2014, and more than 50,000
business clients.) The new Continuity247 service will eventually replace its Vault offering, which is
based on a partnership with Datto.

The company uses IBM's SoftLayer cloud as its disaster-recovery infrastructure, but plans to add
other public clouds in the future, as well as data transportability/migration between clouds.
Continuum's core data-protection technology came from its acquisition of Idera's R1Soft product in
2014.

The 451 Take

Just as it was difficult for hybrid cloud backup vendors to differentiate, it will be difficult for
the new wave of cloud-based disaster-recovery providers to stand out. In Continuum's favor is
its strong MSP presence and integration with its flagship remote monitoring and management
(RMM) platform. One challenge will be managing the transition from its Datto-based
backup/recovery service to the company's new Continuity247 service.

Context

In order to understand Continuum's entry into the backup and disaster-recovery market, a little
history is in order. In late 2011, private equity firm Summit Partners bought the RMM assets of
beleaguered Zenith Infotech (a pioneer in the hybrid cloud backup/recovery space that
discontinued its service after a series of financial mishaps). Shortly thereafter, Summit launched
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Continuum, and in December 2011 Continuum severed all ties with Zenith. At that time, Continuum
entered into a partnership with Datto (another hybrid cloud backup specialist), which resulted in its
Vault product, an online backup/recovery service for SMBs.

In its early days, Continuum focused primarily on its RMM products, as well as the Datto-based
cloud backup/recovery service (which runs in Datto's cloud), but subsequently added products in
the helpdesk, file sync/share (Sync247), remote IT management and IaaS areas. (Its IaaS offering –
Continuum Cloud Console – enables users to spin up VMs in Amazon Web Services' cloud.)

In August 2014, the company purchased the R1Soft product line – including the R1Soft Server
Backup Manager (SBM) software – from Idera, which had acquired the company R1Soft in late 2007.
(Within the next month, Idera was picked up by PE firm TA Associates.) SBM provided 'near'
continuous data protection (CDP) for Windows and Linux. At the time of the deal, Idera claimed that
its backup/recovery software had been deployed by more than 2,500 cloud infrastructure and Web
hosting providers and that it was backing up more than 300,000 servers worldwide. With the recent
introduction of its Continuity247 service (see below), Continuum plans to eventually phase out its
Vault service, although it says it will continue to support customers on Vault through mid-2019.

The company, which is still majority-owned by Summit, has more than 1,000 employees (up from
800 personnel in mid-2014), of which more than 500 are network operations center (NOC)
technicians. It hired 235 people in 2014 and expects to add an additional 260 in 2015. Continuum
has about 3,500 MSP customers/partners (up from 3,300 in mid-2014), and claims to be adding
roughly 200 partners per quarter.

Across all of its product lines, Continuum reports more than 50,000 business customers. Although
the company does not disclose revenue figures, it says it posted revenue growth of 30-40% in 2014
and expects to rack up similar numbers this year. It sells solely through the channel. Continuum is
based in Boston, but also has offices in Pittsburgh, Houston, London and Mumbai (development and
engineering).

Products

The recently launched Continuity247 service provides backup and disaster recovery. Continuum is
currently using IBM's SoftLayer as the back-end infrastructure, but plans to add other public clouds
in the future. The on-premises backup and recovery functionality is based on the R1Soft software
that Continuum obtained in its acquisition of Idera's data-protection assets. SBM provides near CDP
for Windows and Microsoft Exchange, SQL Server and MySQL. Support for Linux is due later this
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year.

Continuity247 is integrated with Continuum's help desk, NOC, MSP portal and RMM platform. The
managed service includes the costs associated with SoftLayer; in other words, users to do not have
to contract separately with IBM. The company sells through its MSP customers, which in turn sell to
SMBs. Its sweet spot is SMBs with six or fewer servers and 3-5TB of production capacity.

Users can configure Continuity247 with on-premises appliances, which are typically supplied by
either the MSP or end-user customer (not by Continuum) in a hybrid cloud backup configuration.
Data is stored in SoftLayer facilities in Washington DC and San Jose. As noted in our previous report
on the company, Continuum recently added an office in the UK and has begun expanding in Europe
via SoftLayer datacenters.

Midrange pricing for MSPs ranges from $55 per month for 250GB of capacity to $150 per month for
1TB of capacity.

Competition

With the introduction of the Continuity247 backup and disaster-recovery service, we expect
Continuum to vie with a variety of vendors at the low end of the cloud-based data-protection
market. Examples include Axcient, Carbonite, Dell (primarily with its AppAssure software), eFolder,
HP (with its Autonomy LiveVault service), Intronis, EMC's Mozy and Vembu. Higher up in
Continuum's target market, the company will encounter players such as Asigra, Barracuda
Networks, Seagate's EVault and Unitrends.

Continuum tries to differentiate with deployment simplicity, near CDP, performance (backup and
restore), and integration with its helpdesk, NOC and RMM software. Integration with the RMM
platform eliminates the need for users or MSPs to purchase RMM software from third parties. In its
core RMM business, the company competes with vendors such as Connectwise, GFI, Kaseya, Level
Platforms and N-able Technologies.

SWOT Analysis

Strengths    Weaknesses
Continuum enters the backup and disaster-recovery
market with a strong presence in the MSP channel
(more than 3,500 xSP customers) and an installed
base of over 50,000 business customers. The
purchase of Idera's R1Soft last year brought the
company its own data-protection IP.

   

Continuity247 only supports Windows environments
(although support for Linux is in development) and
does not support 'enterprise' applications such as
Oracle databases.
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Opportunities    Threats
Continuum recently added an office in the UK, and
has begun expanding into Europe. Support for Linux
will provide more opportunities in the
service-provider space.    

All of the hybrid cloud backup providers have shifted
their focus from backup to disaster recovery,
including Axcient, Barracuda, Intronis and Vembu. At
the high end of Continuum's target market, it faces
formidable competition from players such as
Unitrends and Seagate's EVault. And Veeam and
VMware are threats in virtual environments.
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